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A B S T R A C T

Non-human primate functional MRI (fMRI) is a growing field in neuroscience. However, there is no standardized
method for monkey fMRI data analysis, specifically for data preprocessing. The preprocessing of monkey fMRI
data is challenged by several technical and experimental specificities of the monkey research such as artifacts
related to body movements or to intracranial leads. Here we propose to address these challenges by developing a
new versatile pipeline for macaque fMRI preprocessing. We developed a Python module, Pypreclin, to process raw
images using state of the art algorithms embedded in a fully automatic pipeline. To evaluate its robustness, we
applied Pypreclin to fMRI data acquired at 3T in both awake and anesthetized macaques, with or without iron
oxide contrast agent, using single loop or multichannel phased-array coils, combined or not with intracranial
implanted electrodes. We performed both resting-state and auditory evoked fMRI and compared the results of
Pypreclin to a previously employed preprocessing pipeline. Pypreclin successfully achieved the registration of the
fMRI data to the macaque brain template in all the experimental conditions. Moreover, Pypreclin enables more
accurate locations of auditory evoked activations in relation to the gray matter at corrected level in the awake
fMRI condition. Finally, using the Primate neuroimaging Data-Exchange open access platform, we could further
validate Pypreclin for monkey fMRI images that were acquired at ultra-high fields, from other institutions and
using different protocols. Pypreclin is a validated preprocessing tool that adapts to diverse experimental and
technical situations of monkey fMRI. Pypreclin code is available on open source data sharing platform.
1. Introduction

We are witnessing an important breakthrough in the development of
multimodal and multi-scale neuroimaging technologies in non-human
primates (NHPs). Specifically, macaque functional MRI (fMRI) is a
growing area of research over the last 20 years (Logothetis et al. 1999,
2001; Vanduffel et al., 2001; Milham et al., 2018). Monkey fMRI offers a
unique opportunity to achieve inter-species comparisons, to bridge the
gap between human and macaque brain recordings (Orban et al., 2004),
and to dissect the very mechanisms underlying the fMRI signal both in
response to sensory stimuli (Logothetis et al., 2001) and during sponta-
neous fluctuations (Shmuel and Leopold, 2008). Importantly, monkey
er, Inserm, CEA Saclay, Bat 145,
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fMRI can be combined with invasive experimental conditions that are
hardly achievable in the clinical situation, such as general anesthesia
(Barttfeld et al., 2015; Uhrig et al. 2016, 2018), intracranial electrical
microstimulation (Tolias et al., 2005; Ekstrom et al., 2008), deep brain
stimulation (DBS) (Min et al., 2014) or the use of preclinical contrast
agents (e.g. ultra-small particles loaded with iron oxide such as mono-
crystalline iron oxide nanoparticle, MION) (Vanduffel et al., 2001).
Finally, monkey fMRI data sharing initiatives have been recently intro-
duced to develop open resources for non-human primate imaging (Mil-
ham et al., 2018). However, there are currently no fully validated and
automated methods for macaque fMRI data analysis, specifically for the
raw data preprocessing.
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Before any statistical analysis, preprocessing aims at cleaning and
normalizing fMRI data. There are several sources of noise within the
fMRI signal (Keliris et al., 2007; Pfeuffer et al., 2007). Neuronal effects on
the BOLD fMRI time series coexist with non-neuronal effects such as head
and/or body movements, physiological changes (e.g. cardiac and respi-
ratory fluctuations) and MRI scanner hardware instabilities (Hagberg
et al., 2008; Murphy et al., 2013). To detect task evoked fMRI responses
or characterize spontaneous fluctuations in fMRI signals, the raw data
from the MRI scanner require preprocessing steps. Preprocessing aims at
cleaning the sources of noise within the fMRI signal to reduce eventually
detection of false positive errors (Murphy et al., 2013; Caballero-Gaudes
and Reynolds, 2017). Preprocessing steps generally include slice-timing
correction, motion correction, coregistration, spatial normalization and
smoothing. In the case of awake monkeys, they are generally head fixed,
however the body movements and the chewing activity (reward intake)
generate transient inhomogeneities within the magnetic field and lead to
distortions within the acquired images (Keliris et al., 2007; Chen et al.,
2012).

Here, we aimed at developing a robust, automatic and versatile pre-
processing pipeline for macaque fMRI data to address the specific chal-
lenges of the non-human primate imaging in different experimental
conditions to preprocess data that are acquired from awake or anes-
thetized macaques (Macaca mulatta and fascicularis), with BOLD or MION
fMRI signal, at different magnetic fields (1.5–7T) using different coils
(single loop, multichannel phased-array coils, clinical coils), combined or
not with intracranial implanted electrodes.

2. Materials and methods

In this study we first developed Pypreclin using monkey fMRI data
from our institution (‘Neurospin dataset’), then tested the robustness of
Pypreclin using monkey fMRI data from several external institutions that
is made available on the Primate neuroimaging Data-Exchange platform
(‘PRIME-DE dataset’).

2.1. Animals for the Neurospin dataset

Nine rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta), five males (monkeys B, J, N,
T and Y) and four females (monkeys Ji, K, R and S) were included. An-
imals were 3 to 14 years old and weighed between 4 and 10 kg. Monkeys
B, J, Y and K were scanned in the awake condition, whereas monkeys N,
T, Ji, K, R and S were scanned under anesthesia (Tables S1–S3). All
procedures were conducted in accordance with the European convention
for animal care (86-406) and the National Institutes of Health’s Guide for
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Animal studies were approved
by the institutional Ethical Committee (CETEA protocols #10-003, #12-
086 and #16-040).

Monkeys were host individually or by group with a 12:12h light-dark
cycle and radio listening on daytime. During the awake sessions, mon-
keys had water delivered during the training and fMRI sessions (Uhrig
et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015). For anesthesia experiments, animals
fasted for at least 6 h before anesthesia induction (Uhrig et al., 2016).

2.2. fMRI data acquisition for the Neurospin dataset

2.2.1. MRI scanner and sequences
Monkeys were scanned on a 3T horizontal scanner (Siemens Tim Trio,

then Prisma Fit, Erlanger, Germany) with either a single loop circular
mono-channel coil (1 transmission loop and 1 channel in reception, 1Tx-
1Rx, NeuroSpin, France) or a multi-channel phased-array coil (1 trans-
mission loop and 8 channels in reception, 1Tx-8Rx, KU Leuven, Belgium)
customized for monkeys. Before each task-evoked fMRI session, a
contrast agent, monocrystaline iron oxide nanoparticle (MION, Fer-
aheme, AMAG Pharmaceuticals, MA; 10 mg/kg in i.v) was injected into
the monkey’s saphenous vein (Leite et al., 2002; Vanduffel et al., 2001).
Resting-state data were acquired either following MION injection or as
2

BOLD fMRI. Each functional scan consisted of gradient-echoplanar
whole-brain imaging. The parameters of the fMRI sequences were as
follows: 1) For mono-channel coil (1Tx-1Rx) experiments: repetition time
of TR ¼ 2400 ms, echo time TE ¼ 20.00 ms, resolution 1.50 mm3 voxel
size, 111 brain volumes per run, MION signal (Uhrig et al., 2014; Uhrig
et al., 2016); 2) For multi-channel coil (1Tx-8Rx) experiments there were
three distinct protocols: (i) TR ¼ 1250 ms, TE ¼ 14.20 ms, resolution
1.25 mm3 voxel size, 325 or 500 brain volumes per run, BOLD signal; (ii)
TR¼ 2400 ms, TE¼ 19.40 ms, resolution 1.00 mm3 voxel size, 111 brain
volumes per run, MION signal; (iii) TR ¼ 1080 ms, TE ¼ 13.80 ms, res-
olution 1.50 mm3 voxel size, 275 brain volumes per run, MION signal
(Tables S1–S3).

Anatomical scans (MPRAGE, T1 weighted, TR ¼ 2200 ms and TI ¼
900 ms, resolution 0.80 mm isotropic, sagittal orientation) were per-
formed for all macaques in order to exploit high-resolution structural
images during the preprocessing step.

2.2.2. Experimental conditions
We acquired functional images in four experimental conditions: (i)

BOLD fMRI or MION fMRI; (ii) using a single loop circular mono-channel
coil (1Tx-1Rx, abbreviated asMono coil in the figures) or a multi-channel
phased-array coil (1Tx-8Rx coil, abbreviated as Multi coil in the figures);
(iii) with or without an intracranial implanted electrode; (iv) in the
awake state or under anesthesia. Over the 16 theoretical combinations
(four conditions with two possibilities each, 2^4), we acquired fMRI data
in 9 different combinations (Tables S1–S3).

2.2.3. Awake protocol
We acquired fMRI in awake behaving macaques as previously

described (Uhrig et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015). Animals sat in sphinx
position with their head fixed in a primate chair and had to fixate a red
dot (0.35 � 0.35�) within a 2 � 2� window. The eye position was
monitored at 120 Hz (Iscan, Inc., MA, USA). Monkeys were rewarded
with fluids throughout the acquisition based on their performance as
measured by fixation rate. Only runs with a fixation rate higher than a
behavioral threshold were considered for the data analysis. In the pre-
vious studies, the behavioral threshold was set at 85% (Uhrig et al., 2014;
Wang et al., 2015) while in the current study we included runs with a
behavioral mean threshold at 80% (Fig. 5 and S4 to S6).

2.2.4. Anesthesia protocol
We acquired fMRI in anesthetized macaques as previously described

(Barttfeld et al., 2015; Uhrig et al. 2016, 2018). For the task-evoked fMRI
data (Fig. 5 and S7 to S9), we scanned monkeys under propofol. Two
monkeys (Monkey K, Monkey R) were trained for intravenous (i.v.) in-
jections in the awake state. To induce anesthesia, monkeys received a
bolus injection of propofol (5–7.5 mg/kg i.v.; Fresenius Kabi, France) in
the saphenous vein. The anesthesia was maintained with a
target-controlled infusion of propofol (Alaris PK Syringe pump, Care-
Fusion, CA, USA) based on the ‘Paedfusor’ pharmacokinetic model
(Absalom and Kenny, 2005; Barttfeld et al., 2015; Uhrig et al., 2016)
(3.7–6.5 μg/ml). To avoid artifacts related to potential movements dur-
ing MRI acquisition, we administered a muscle-blocking agent (cis-
atracrium, 0.15 mg/kg bolus i.v. followed by continuous i.v. infusion at a
rate of 0.18 mg/kg/h, GlaxoSmithKline, France).

For the resting-state fMRI, anesthesia was induced with ketamine and
dexmedetomidine (10 mg/kg þ 20 μg/kg i.m. respectively) and main-
tained with a target-controlled infusion of propofol. Monkeys were
intubated and mechanically ventilated (Aestiva/5 MRI, General Electrics
Healthcare, USA). The physiology parameters were monitored during
fMRI acquisitions.

2.3. Experimental design for the Neurospin dataset

2.3.1. Resting-state functional MRI (rfMRI)
We acquired resting-state fMRI (BOLD or MION) in 9 macaques with a
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total of 18 runs across 14 different sessions as follows: monkey K, 3 runs
(500 and 111 TR of 2400 ms); monkey S, 1 run (10 TR of 2400 ms);
monkey Ji, 2 runs (500 TR of 2400 ms and 1250 ms); monkey R, 3 runs
(111 TR of 2400 ms); monkey Y, 1 run (275 TR of 1080 ms); monkey J, 3
runs (500 TR of 1250 ms and 10 TR of 1080 ms); monkey B, 1 run (10 TR
of 2000 ms); monkey T, 2 runs (111 and 10 TR of 2400 ms) and monkey
N, 2 runs (500 and 10 TR of 1250 ms) (Tables S1–S3).

2.3.2. Task-evoked functional MRI (tfMRI)
A passive auditory task was designed using 3 different conditions

(habituation of either low or high frequency sound trials, rare or frequent
low or high frequency sound trials). Auditory stimuli were created with
‘Audacity software’ (version 2.0.3 for Mac OS X, http://audacity.source
forge.net). Stimuli had two different pass-bands, 0.5–1 kHz for the low
frequency sound trials (total duration of 650 ms) and 8–16 kHz for the
high frequency sound trials (total duration of 650 ms), with a sinusoidal
envelope. The trials of sounds were separated by a 850 ms inter-stimulus
interval for a total trial duration of 1500 ms. The auditory paradigm was
presented with first a rest period (14.4 s, 6 TRs) followed by 5 series of 24
sound trials (36 s, 15 TRs) each followed by a rest period (14.4 s, 6 TRs).
Each 24 trials-series comprises 20 ‘frequent’ trials (either low or high
frequent sound trials) and 4 ‘rare’ trials (either low or high frequent
sound trials), to avoid saturation of the auditory cortex to either high or
low frequencies. The total duration of one run was 266.4 s (111 TRs).
Auditory stimuli were presented with the E-prime software (E-Studio 1.0,
Psychology Software Tools) and MR-compatible headphones (MR Con-
fon, Germany), at a level of 80 dB.

In total, we included 3 animals (monkey J, K and R) in this experi-
ment. Functional images were acquired as MION fMRI, using a single
loop 1Tx-1Rx coil (TR ¼ 2400 ms, TE ¼ 20 ms, resolution 1.50 mm
isotropic). Data were acquired in awake macaques (52 runs during 3
sessions: monkey J, 24 runs; monkey K, 28 runs) or under anesthesia (76
runs during 3 sessions: monkey K, 32 runs; monkey R, 44 runs)
(Tables S1–S3).

2.4. Pypreclin fMRI preprocessing

We referred as ‘Pypreclin’ for the new ‘Python preclinical’ pipeline for
Table 1
NeuroSpin Monkey (NSM) and Pypreclin preprocessing steps. Main differ

3

monkey fMRI preprocessing. We developed the Pypreclin Python module
to process raw images using state of the art algorithms embedded in a
fully automatic pipeline. This pipeline aimed at addressing several
specificities of monkey research including artifacts related to body
movements, the presence of extra cranial tissues, and/or obstacles
induced by factors such as intracranial implanted electrodes. This pipe-
line is made of the following 10 sequential steps (Tables 1 and 2).

Slice-timing: the slices of one functional volume are acquired at
different time points throughout the TR. By applying the slice-timing
correction, this shift is compensated allowing the whole brain signal to
be assigned to a single time point of the fMRI time series. In our multi-
shot Echo Planar Imaging (EPI), slice timing was performed with FSL
slice timer function (FMRIB’s Software Library – FSL, Oxford, U.K)
(Smith et al., 2004). The actual sequence parameters were selected (e.g.
TR ¼ 2400 ms, non-interleaved, increasing order).

B0 inhomogeneities correction: during functional acquisitions, tissue
interfaces in the brain cause static field inhomogeneities, which can lead
to signal distortion (Orban et al., 2003; Pfeuffer et al., 2007). The geo-
metric distortions can be corrected by estimating a deformation field
restricted to the phase-encoding direction between the anatomical and
the functional data. In the context of non-human primate imaging,
functional data generally display low contrast making this step unstable,
and sometimes invalid (nonetheless, Pypreclin proposes a routine to
perform such a correction). Rather than correcting the constant part of
the B0 inhomogeneities, we focused on the motion induced, time
dependent distortions. This correction is performed with the SyN func-
tion of ANTS (Advanced Normalization Tool – ANTS), and has been
proven particularly useful in the awake condition where we expect
greater distortions due to the macaque’s body movements. By default, we
chose the 8th volumes, generally corresponding of 10–20 s after the start
of the acquisition, in order to ensure that the macaque was fixating well
and calm. In the case of reversed phase-encoded EPI sequences, which
implies that the same field leads to distortion in opposite directions
during both acquisitions, the correction can be performed with FSL
topup. With an available field map, the unwarping of the EPI image can
be directly computed with FSL FUGUE.

Reorientation: it is crucial to accurately report the exact spatial
orientation of the monkey’s brain (antero-posterior, right-left, cranio-
ences are highlighted with bold characters or hatched boxes.

http://audacity.sourceforge.net
http://audacity.sourceforge.net


Table 2
Main preprocessing functions included in the Pypreclin pipeline and al-
ternatives software. Catalog of different tools available for fMRI preprocessing
and their potential specificities for macaque (bold characters). Pypreclin pipeline
accepts random or organized structures like BIDS (Brain Imaging Data Structure)
format, reads acquisition parameter files and can be run fully automatically (with
no manual intervention).

Included in Pypreclin Alternatives (not included in
Pypreclin)

Slice-timing
correction

slicetimer (FSL) slice_timing (SPM), 3dTshift
(AFNI), interp_4dfp (4dfp)

Susceptibility
distorsions
correction

topup - FUGUE (FSL) 3dqwarp (AFNI), FieldMap -
HySCO (SPM), N3 (MINC)

Motion-induced
susceptibility
distorsions
correction

SyN (ANTs) ImageRegistrationMethod (ITK),
align (JIP), FLIRT (FSL)

Motion correction MCFLIRT (FSL) 3dvolreg (AFNI), realign (SPM),
BrainRegistration (ANTs),
cross_realign (4dfp)

Reorientation in house
implementation &
reorient2std (FSL)

3dresample (AFNI), reorient (SPM),
reorient_image (ANTs)

B1 field bias
correction

N4 (ANTs) 3duniformize (AFNI),
mri_normalize (Freesurfer), FAST
(FSL), BFC (Brainsuite), segment
(SPM)

Masking align (JIP) & in house
implementation (mask
propagation)

BrainExtraction (ANTs),
3dSkullstrip (AFNI), bet2 (FSL),
BEaST (MINC), MRTOOL (SPM)

Normalization align (JIP) Registration (ANTs), FNIRT (FSL),
Normalize (SPM),
monkey_mritotal (MINC),
volume_registration (Brainsuite),
auto_tlrc (AFNI)

Coregistration align (JIP) Registration (ANTs), FLIRT (FSL),
Coregister (SPM), 3dvolreg (AFNI),
monkey_best_lin_reg (MINC)

Smoothing smooth (FSL) smooth (SPM), Registration
(ANTs), 3dBlurToFWHM (AFNI)

Allow manual
intervention

align (JIP)

QC report in house
implementation

QAP, CheckReg (SPM), mriqc
(CRN), afni_proc (AFNI)
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caudal) and match it to the defined atlas landmarks. This orientation
depends on the monkey position during acquisition (e.g. sphinx position,
head first etc) (Vanduffel et al., 2001). Pypreclin takes this acquisition
position into account and eventually reorients images to match the
selected template’s space orientation Right Antero Superior (RAS)
(Vanduffel et al., 2001).

Realignment: we used a motion correction based on FSL MCFLIRT
function (FMRIB’s Software Library – FSL, Oxford, U.K) (Smith et al.,
2004). We considered the image acquired in the middle of the run as
baseline to align the other functional images of the same run.

Normalization and masking: in the context of monkey normalization,
potential cofounders include the extra cranial tissues (such as chewing
muscles) and intracranial implanted devices (such as electrodes) that can
disrupt the optimization, thus leading to misaligned images (Keliris et al.,
2007; In et al., 2017). To overcome this issue, we use the Joe’s
Image Program (JIP) -align routine (http://www.nmr.mgh
.harvard.edu/~jbm/jip/, Joe Mandeville, Massachusetts General Hos-
pital, Harvard University, MA, USA). This algorithm ignores these muscle
tissues by projecting the mask of the template (which only needs to be
defined once) back to the monkey’s anatomical space. This process
sometimes requires first to achieve a rough initial alignment before
automated alignment. The optimization algorithm is driven by the
4

mutual information (MI) cost function (Evans, 2008). The normalization
step aligns (affine) and warps (non-linear alignment using distortion
field) the anatomical data into a generic template space.

B1 field correction: low frequency intensity nonuniformities present in
the data, also known as bias field, are potential confounding in various
analytical tasks, especially during alignment (Marques et al., 2010). This
artifact can be corrected by multiple softwares (FSL, ANTS, Nipy,
BrainVisa), and we selected the ANTS N4 normalization.

Coregistration: coregistration refers to the spatial alignment of the
functional and the anatomical images. We applied a rigid transformation
using JIP align (http://www.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/~jbm/jip/, Joe
Mandeville, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard University, MA,
USA) to register the mean functional image (moving image) to the
anatomical image (fixed image). To obtain the anatomical brain mask,
we warped the template brain mask using the deformation field previ-
ously computed during the normalization step. Finally, by composing the
normalization and coregistration spatial transformations, we aligned the
functional images with the template space. The template brain mask is
also warped in the native functional space in order to remove unwanted
signals in the time-series (Fischmeister et al., 2013).

Time series denoising: for the denoising of resting state fMRI data, we
recommend using the non-human primate adapted ICA-FIX command
(https://github.com/Washington-University/NHPPipelines) for spatial
Independent Component Analysis (ICA, i.e. melodic) followed by the
automatic classification of components into ‘signal’ and ‘noise’ (Autio
et al., 2019).

Smoothing: smoothing is generally used in fMRI analysis to improve
the signal to noise ratio (SNR) (Caballero-Gaudes and Reynolds, 2017;
Scouten et al., 2006) and to compensate for remaining variability be-
tween individuals during the group level analysis (Mikl et al., 2008). We
smoothed the data by applying a default 3.00 mm gaussian kernel whose
size can be adapted to the monkey brain size using the FSL smooth
function (FMRIB’s Software Library – FSL, Oxford, U.K) (Smith et al.,
2004).

Automatization and Quality Control (QC) report: a basic visual report is
generated taking into account alignment accuracy and motion parame-
ters. This report can further be extended using the QAP Python package
(https://github.com/preprocessed-connectomes-project/quality-asse
ssment-protocol) that provides measure-of-interest in MRI data quality.

Pypreclin also provides a script to automatically parse and process a
BIDS (Brain Imaging Data Structure) (Gorgolewski et al., 2016) organized
dataset (https://bids.neuroimaging.io), and is built over a smart caching
mechanism to speed up the parameters tuning stage. The Pypreclin Py-
thon package is available on GitHub (https://github.com/neurospin/
pypreclin), on the Python Package Index (PyPI) for easy installation
and upgrading (https://pypi.org/project/pypreclin), and has been made
available as a Singularity container (http://biodev.cea.fr/pypreclin/py
preclin-ubuntu.simg). Pypreclin pipeline is fully automatic, but it allows
for a manual initialization. In this aim, where total automatization can
lead to unsolvable mistakes without modifying the code, we overcome
this limit by freely tuning the alignment in graphical or command line
mode. The processing time of Pypreclin pipeline is about few hours,
depending on the images parameters and the computational ressources.
For example, it required approximately 5 hours to preprocess 500 func-
tional brain volumes acquired at 3T with a resolution of 1.25 mm3 voxel
size using 8 CPUs.

2.5. Comparison with the former NeuroSpin Macaque (NSM) fMRI
preprocessing

We previously developed a preprocessing pipeline for contrast
enhanced monkey fMRI acquired in awake (Uhrig et al., 2014; Wang
et al., 2015) or anesthetized macaques (Barttfeld et al., 2015; Uhrig et al.
2016, 2018). This is referred as ‘NSM’ for ‘NeuroSpin Macaque’ pipeline.
The differences between NSM and Pypreclin pipelines are highlighted in
Table 1.

http://www.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/~jbm/jip/
http://www.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/~jbm/jip/
http://www.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/~jbm/jip/
https://github.com/Washington-University/NHPPipelines
https://github.com/preprocessed-connectomes-project/quality-assessment-protocol
https://github.com/preprocessed-connectomes-project/quality-assessment-protocol
https://bids.neuroimaging.io
https://github.com/neurospin/pypreclin
https://github.com/neurospin/pypreclin
https://pypi.org/project/pypreclin
http://biodev.cea.fr/pypreclin/pypreclin-ubuntu.simg
http://biodev.cea.fr/pypreclin/pypreclin-ubuntu.simg
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Slice timing and realignment steps are identical in both NSM and
Pypreclin pipeline.

B0 inhomogeneities correction: NSM preprocessing rigidly correct B0
inhomogeneities slice by slice (2 dimensions) (ITK Image-
RegistrationMethod function) (Yoo et al., 2002).

Reorientation: NSM can only apply one type of transformation for
reorientation assuming that acquisitions are always made in the sphynx
position. In comparison, Pypreclin can reorient images regardless of the
monkey’s position during fMRI acquisition.

Normalization and B1 inhomogeneities correction: NSM preprocessing
does not use the monkey’s own anatomical image, but rather directly
coregisters the chosen template image (e.g. macaque MNI template)
(Frey et al., 2011) with the functional images.

Masking: only an erosion function using FSL bet2 (Smith et al., 2004)
was applied to remove some extra-brain signal (such as muscle) and
facilitate the coregistration.

Coregistration: the NSM preprocessing overlays reference and func-
tional images using the FSL flirt function with affine transformation
(Smith et al., 2004).

Smoothing: data are smoothed with a 3.00 mm isotropic gaussian
kernel (the third of human size) using the scipy gaussian_filter function
(http://www.scipy.org/) (Jones et al., 2001).

Automatization and Quality Control (QC) report: NSM preprocessing is
fully automatic with no possibility of manual initialization and does not
provide a quality check reporting.
2.6. Corrections and alignment

To assess alignment accuracy, we computed normalized Mutual In-
formation (nMI) between images (Kraskov et al., 2004). The nMI value
corresponds to the value of the mutual dependence between two images
A and B for which we smoothed the joint histogramwith a gaussian filter.
The theoretical maximum nMI value corresponds to the case where both
Fig. 1. Example of distortions occurring in the phase-encoding direction and pre
show B0 inhomogeneities (raw images, top panel - A) and their corrections after a
Pypreclin preprocessing (lower panel - C) on MION fMRI data acquired with a single

5

images A and B are the macaque template image. We discriminated it
from the practical maxima nMI values evaluated between the T1 image
and the MNI macaque template image (anatomical on template) (Frey
et al., 2011). Finally, the nMI was calculated between the coregistered
functional images and the MNI macaque template image (Frey et al.,
2011). We then applied a Student t-test on the mean nMI between the
NSM preprocessing and the Pypreclin preprocessing for all the 9 condi-
tions (Fig. 2).

For alignment and masking, we overlay the MNI macaque template
on coregistered functional images for both NSM and Pypreclin pre-
processing for all experimental conditions. By explicit visual checking,
we reported results with ‘Success’ or ‘Failure’ (Fig. 3 and S2, S3). Visual
processing reports involved the assessment of five quality checkpoints
(alignment of template iso-value lines with sulcus contrasts on functional
images; amount of voxels outside the template; translation between the
template image and the EPI images; rotation between the template image
and the EPI images and field of view overflow) and ‘Success’was defined
for a minimal score of 4 over 5.

Finally, we tested the effect of the template by preprocessing func-
tional images with Pypreclin using five macaque brain templates: D99
(Reveley et al., 2017), CIVM (Calabrese et al., 2015a,b), NMT (Seidlitz
et al., 2018), INIA19 (Rohlfing et al., 2012) and MNI (Frey et al., 2011).
We displayed the coregistered functional images onto the isocontour map
template (Fig. 8A).
2.7. Statistical analysis of auditory evoked fMRI

The statistical first level analysis was performed with Nistats Python
module (https://nistats.github.io/index.html) using a Generalized Linear
Model (GLM) (Abraham et al., 2014) and consisted in 3 conditions
(habituation of either low or high frequency sound trials, rare and
frequent low or high frequency sound trials) for sounds and their asso-
ciated derivatives. We also added motion regressors as variables of non
processing corrections during an awake scanning session. Transversal slices
pplying the NeuroSpin Monkey preprocessing (NSM, middle panel - B) or the
channel coil 1Tx-1Rx (mono coil) in the awake state.

http://www.scipy.org/
https://nistats.github.io/index.html


Fig. 2. Comparison of motion correction and normalization between the NeuroSpin Monkey (NSM) and the Pypreclin preprocessing, assessed with
normalized Mutual Information (nMI). Normalization (blue) and coregistration values for the NeuroSpin Monkey pipeline (NSM, yellow), and the Pypreclin pipeline
(red) are computed. (A) MION fMRI data acquired with a single channel coil 1Tx-1Rx (mono coil) under anesthesia; (B) MION fMRI data acquired with a single
channel coil 1Tx-1Rx (mono coil) in the awake state; (C) BOLD fMRI data acquired with a single channel coil 1Tx-1Rx (mono coil) under anesthesia; (D) MION fMRI
data acquired with a multichannel phased-array 1Tx-8Rx coil (multi coil) under anesthesia; (E) MION fMRI data acquired with a multichannel phased-array 1Tx-8Rx
coil (multi coil) in the awake state; (F) BOLD fMRI data acquired with a multichannel phased-array 1Tx-8Rx coil (multi coil) in the awake state; (G) BOLD fMRI data
acquired with a multichannel phased-array 1Tx-8Rx coil (multi coil) under anesthesia; (H) MION fMRI data acquired with a multichannel phased-array 1Tx-8Rx coil
(multi coil) under anesthesia with intracranial implanted device (electrode); (I) BOLD fMRI data acquired with a multichannel phased-array 1Tx-8Rx coil (multi coil)
under anesthesia with intracranial implanted device (electrode).
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interest in the model to compute a Z map per run (Fig. S10). Activation
time was modeled within each fMRI run with the MION hemodynamic
response function (HRF) (Vanduffel et al., 2001). Beta weight images of
activations for the awake and anesthetized condition expressed signal
6

change for all sounds relative to silence periods. Each single level image
was computed at a statistical threshold of p < 0.001 uncorrected at the
voxel level. We studied cerebral activations on the whole brain consid-
ering all fMRI voxels. We then included all the runs in a second level



Fig. 3. Preprocessing output visual reports in all acquisition condition (A) for the NeuroSpin Monkey pipeline (NSM; B) and the Pypreclin pipeline (C). The
MNI template (Frey et al., 2011) is overlaid with an isocolor map on each functional image. Success and failures of the coregistration are reported.
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ANOVA and reported values of p< 0.05 Bonferroni corrected at the voxel
level.
2.8. Brain areas labeling

The CIVM atlas (template and labels) (Calabrese et al., 2015a,b) was
warped to the MNI macaque space (Frey et al., 2011). We implemented
the CIVM parcellation of 241 ROIs to directly recover brain regions
names and accurately localize clusters obtained from volumetric analysis.
This step is performed using FSL eyes function (https://zenodo.org/recor
d/2630502: McCarthy Paul; 2019 April 5; FSLeyes Version 0.28.0).
7

2.9. PRIME-DE dataset

To evaluate Pypreclin robustness and rule out a single site effect, we
challenged the Pypreclin pipeline with fMRI data collected from 14 other
imaging sites in different international institutions, using distinct scan-
ners/magnetic fields/coils/fMRI protocols/macaque species. Institutions
were as follow: Lyon Neuroscience Research Center (abbreviated as Lyon
in figures), Princeton, Nathan Kline Institute (abbreviated as NKI in fig-
ures), Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience (abbreviated as NIN in
figures), University of California Davis (abbreviated as UC Davis in fig-
ures), Newcastle, East China Normal University Kwok (abbreviated as
ECNU_K in figures), University of Western Ontario (abbreviated as UWO

https://zenodo.org/record/2630502
https://zenodo.org/record/2630502
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in figures), Mount Sinai Philips (abbreviated as MT Sinai_P in figures),
University of Minnesota (abbreviated as UMN in figures), Institute of
Neuroscience (abbreviated as IoN in figures), Steam cell and Brain
Research Institute (abbreviated as SBRI in figures) and Rockefeller. These
datasets are now made available thanks to the Primate neuroimaging
Data-Exchange (PRIME-DE) monkey fMRI data sharing initiative which
have been recently introduced to develop open resources for non-human
primate imaging (Milham et al., 2018). We included data for which both
anatomical and functional images were available and free of Data Usage
Agreement. We tested the preprocessing pipeline on BOLD or MION fMRI
images acquired on two macaque species (macaca mulatta and fas-
cicularis) in the awake state or under anesthesia. Monkeys were scanned
at different magnetic field strengths (1.5, 3.0, 4.7 and 7.0T) using four
distinct scanner manufacturers (Brucker, Germany; Philips, Netherlands;
Siemens, Germany and undisclosed) and four categories of coils: i) mono
channel coil (abbreviated as Mono coil in the figures), ii) multichannel
phased-array coil (abbreviated as Multi coil in the figures), iii) clinical
body coil (abbreviated as Body coil in the figures) and iv) clinical knee
coil (abbreviated as Knee coil in the figures).

Each functional scan consisted of EPI sequence with a repetition time
(TR) between 1000 and 3000 ms. The spatial resolution varied from 1
mm isotropic to 2*2*3 mm3 voxel size. There were between 160 and 988
brain images per run. Anatomical scans consisted of T1 sequence with an
Inversion Time (TI) of 750 to 1000 ms and a spatial resolution of 0.47 to
1.00 isotropic mm3 voxel size. Full details are provided in the Supple-
mentary Tables 6 and 7

We assessed the correction and alignment step as described in section
2.6 by computing the normalization and coregistration normalized
Mutual Information (nMI) metric. For the functional time serie (cor-
egistration), we reported the mean and standard deviation of nMI to
assess the quality of the preprocessed functional images (Fig. 6). Simi-
larly, we overlaid the coregistered functional images and the MNI ma-
caque template (Frey et al., 2011) for each site included from the
PRIME-DE database (Fig. 7).

Finally, we tested the effect of the template by preprocessing func-
tional images with Pypreclin using five macaque brain templates as re-
ported in section 2,6 and displayed the results for one dataset (Fig. 8B).

3. Results

3.1. Comparison between the Pypreclin and the former NSM fMRI
preprocessing pipeline (Neurospin dataset)

3.1.1. Distortion and motion correction
The theoretical maximum nMI value for the MNI macaque template

was 0.443. Practical maxima were given by anatomical images compared
to the MNI macaque atlas (Frey et al., 2011), for which nMI varied be-
tween 0.10 and 0.14 with a maximum for the first condition (MION -
1Tx-1Rx - Implant free - Anesthetized). This anatomical to template nMI
was reported as a blue asymptote for each acquisition condition (Fig. 2).
The mean normalized mutual information for the functional images to
the MNI macaque template obtained for the NSM preprocessing was
0.0521 (yellow points) whereas with Pypreclin, the nMI reached 0.1118
for the same associated condition (red dots) (Fig. 2A). Respectively
through all other conditions, nMI values were: nMI NSM ¼ 0.0511 and
nMI Pypreclin ¼ 0.0973 (MION - 1Tx-1Rx - Implant free – Awake,
Fig. 2B); nMI NSM ¼ 0.0677 and nMI Pypreclin ¼ 0.1094 (BOLD -
1Tx-1Rx - Implant free – Anesthetized, Fig. 2C); nMI NSM ¼ 0.0064 and
nMI Pypreclin ¼ 0.0887 (MION – 1Tx-8Rx coil - Implant free – Anes-
thetized, Fig. 2D); nMI NSM¼ 0.0364 and nMI Pypreclin¼ 0.1032 (MION
– 1Tx-8Rx coil - Implant free – Awake, Fig. 2E); nMI NSM ¼ 0.0408 and
nMI Pypreclin ¼ 0.1013 (BOLD – 1Tx-8Rx coil - Implant free – Awake,
Fig. 2F); nMI NSM ¼ 0.0292 and nMI Pypreclin ¼ 0.0985 (BOLD –

1Tx-8Rx coil - Implant free – Anesthetized, Fig. 2G); nMI NSM ¼ 0.0418
and nMI Pypreclin ¼ 0.0838 (MION – 1Tx-8Rx coil – With electrode –

Anesthetized, Fig. 2H) and nMI NSM ¼ 0.0293 and nMI Pypreclin ¼
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0.0987 (BOLD – 1Tx-8Rx coil – With electrode – Anesthetized, Fig. 2I).
Applying a statistical Student t-test on the NSM and Pypreclin mean nMI,
the result was always significant (p < 1e-6). Pypreclin performed around
3.7 times better than the NSM preprocessing based on the mean nMI
scores (h ¼ 1 with p < 1.3e-6 for Student t-test on mean NSM and
Pypreclin across all conditions).

3.1.2. Quantifying success and alignment with the MNI macaque template
The NSM preprocessing could only achieve successful preprocessing

for 3 experimental conditions (corresponding to acquisitions performed
with the mono channel coil) whereas Pypreclin could successfully achieve
the preprocessing in all the 9 experimental conditions (Fig. 3). Where
both preprocessing manages to correctly coregister functional images
with the MNI macaque template (Frey et al., 2011), the Pypreclin pipeline
displays a closer overlay for different sulci and gyri compare to NSM
pipeline (Fig. 4 and Supplem S2 and S3), especially for the awake
acquisitions.

3.1.3. Task-evoked fMRI in awake macaques
We tested auditory stimuli versus silence periods in awake fixating

macaques. Using the NSM preprocessing pipeline, we found fMRI acti-
vations in the auditory cortex, belt and parabelt regions including medial
and lateral part of the auditory koniocortex (A1 or AKM, Zleft ¼ 5.04 and
Zright ¼ 5.18; AKL, Zleft ¼ 5.17), in caudal part of the paraauditory area
(PaAC, Zleft ¼ 5.13 and Zright ¼ 5.08), in prokoniocortex (ProK, Zright ¼
5.08) in granular insular cortex (GI, Zright ¼ 5.16), in the temporal
parietooccipital associated area in STS (TPO, Zleft ¼ 5.33) and bilaterally
in the cerebral white matter (CWM, Zleft ¼ 5.33 & Zright ¼ 5.16). 121
voxels were localized within the left cerebral white matter and 77 within
the right cerebral white matter.

Using Pypreclin pipeline, we found fMRI activations within the audi-
tory cortex, belt and parabelt regions, including medial and lateral part of
the auditory koniocortex (A1 or AKM, Zleft ¼ 4.99 and Zright ¼ 5.40; AKL,
Zleft ¼ 4.91 and Zright ¼ 5.06), in caudal and lateral part of the para-
auditory area (PaAC, Zleft ¼ 5.03 and PaAL, Zright ¼ 5.03), in medial and
lateral part of the prokoniocortex (ProKM, Zright ¼ 5.26 and ProKL, Zright
¼ 5.37), in the granular and dysgranular insular cortex (GI, Zright ¼ 5.31
& DI, Zright ¼ 5.39), in temporal area (Taa, Zright ¼ 4,90), in opercular
part of the parietal area (PGOp, Zleft ¼ 5.08), in the secondary somato-
sensory cortex including internal and external part (S2, Zleft ¼ 5 00 and
Zright ¼ 5.02; S2I S2I, Zright ¼ 5.26; S2E, Zright ¼ 5.24), in superior tem-
poral sulcus 3 (ST3, right ¼ 4.97) and bilaterally in the cerebral white
matter (CWM, Zleft ¼ 5.02 & Zrigh ¼ 5.17). 40 voxels were localized
within the left cerebral white matter and 36 within the right cerebral
white matter (Fig. 5A, and Supplem S4 to S6; Table S4).

3.1.4. Task-evoked fMRI in anesthetized macaques
We tested the same auditory stimuli versus silence periods in anes-

thetized macaques. Using the NSM preprocessing pipeline, we found
bilateral fMRI activations localized in the auditory cortex, belt and par-
abelt regions, including medial and lateral part of the auditory konio-
cortex (A1 or AKM, Zleft ¼ 6.81 and Zright ¼ 6.11; AKL, Zleft ¼ 5.29 and
Zright ¼ 5.84), in the caudal part of the paraauditory area (PaAC, Zleft ¼
5.88 & Zright ¼ 5.91), in the prokoniocortex (ProK, Zleft ¼ 6.19 & Zright ¼
5.68), in the granular insular cortex (GI, Zleft ¼ 5.94 & Zright ¼ 5.71), in
the temporal parietooccipital associated area in STS (TPO, Zleft ¼ 5.77 &
Zright ¼ 5.21), in the temporal part of the retroinsular area (ReIT, Zleft ¼
5.20 & Zright ¼ 5.54), in the secondary somatosensory cortex (S2, Zleft ¼
5.51& Zright¼ 5.48), and in the cerebral white matter (CWM, Zleft¼ 6.29
& Zright ¼ 5.72). Activations were also observed in the left hemisphere
uniquely, including lateral part of the paraauditory cortex (PaAL, Zleft ¼
5.62), medial and lateral part of the prokoniocortex (ProKM, Zleft ¼ 5.44
and ProKL, Zleft ¼ 5.59), the temporal area (TaA, Zleft ¼ 5.48), the
occipitomedial part of the temporal area (TEOM, Zleft ¼ 4.98), the su-
perior temporal sulcus 3 (ST3, Zleft ¼ 5.50), the temporoparietal cortex
(Tpt, Zleft ¼ 5.57), the external and internal part of the secondary



Fig. 4. Coregistration of the auditory cortex from functional images preprocessed with the NeuroSpin Monkey preprocessing (NSM) or the Pypreclin
preprocessing overlaid to the MNI macaque template. The MNI macaque template (Frey et al., 2011) is overlaid with an isocolor map for sagittal, coronal and axial
slices with focus on the lateral fissure, superior temporal sulcus, central sulcus and principal sulcus on MION fMRI data acquired either under anesthesia (left – A) or in
an awake monkey (right – B) with a single channel coil 1Tx-1Rx (mono coil).
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somatosensory cortex (S2I, Zleft ¼ 5.78 and S2E, Zleft ¼ 5.51) and the
middle temporal visual area 5 (MT_V5, Zleft ¼ 5.23). 320 voxels were
localized within the left cerebral white matter and 156 within the right
cerebral white matter.

Using Pypreclin, we found bilateral fMRI activations in the auditory
pathway within auditory cortex, belt and parabelt regions, including
medial and lateral part of the auditory koniocortex (A1 or AKM, Zleft ¼
5.48 and Zright ¼ 6.11; AKL, Zleft ¼ 5.29 & Zright ¼ 5.84), caudal part of
the paraauditory cortex (PaAC, Zleft ¼ 5.28 & Zright ¼ 5.73), the proko-
niocortex and the medial part (ProK, Zleft ¼ 5.30 and Zright ¼ 5.56;
ProKM, Zleft ¼ 4.95 and Zright ¼ 5.16), the granular insular cortex (GI,
Zleft ¼ 5.40 and Zright ¼ 5.25), the temporal parietooccipital area in sts
(TPO, Zleft ¼ 5.01 and Zright ¼ 5.46), the temporoparietal cortex (Tpt,
Zleft ¼ 5.04 and Zright ¼ 5.36), the secondary somatosensory cortex and
the internal and external part (S2, Zleft ¼ 5.17 and Zright ¼ 5.47; S2I, Zleft
¼ 5.43 and Zright ¼ 5.46; S2E, Zleft ¼ 5.23 & Zright ¼ 5.38), the putamen
(Pu, Zleft ¼ 5.13 & Zright ¼ 4.98), the hypothalamus (Hy, Zleft ¼ 5.43 &
Zright ¼ 5.24) and the cerebral white matter (CWM, Zleft ¼ 5.27& Zright ¼
5.62). Activations were also observed in the right hemisphere uniquely,
including lateral part of the paraauditory cortex (PaAL, Zright ¼ 5.17),
occipitomedial part of the temporal area (TEOM, Zright ¼ 5.08), retro-
insular area and the temporal part (ReI, Zright¼ 4.96; ReIT, Zright ¼ 5.04),
opercular part of the parietal area (PGOp, Zright ¼ 5 0.03), the insular
proisocortex (Ipro, Zright ¼ 5.29) and the middle temporal visual area 5
(MT_V5, Zleft ¼ 5.37), or in the right hemisphere only for lateral part of
the prokoniocortex (ProKL, Zleft ¼ 5.00). 197 voxels were localized
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within the left cerebral white matter and 293 within the right cerebral
white matter (Fig. 5B and Supplem S7 to S9; Table S5).

3.2. Pypreclin results on the Prime-DE dataset

3.2.1. Distortion and motion correction
The theoretical maximum nMI value was 0.443. Practical maxima

nMI were computed between the anatomical image and the MNI ma-
caque atlas (Frey et al., 2011) and varied from 0.1174 to 0.1743. This
value was reported as a blue triangle for each center (Fig. 6). Respectively
through all centers, mean nMI normalization values were: nMI Lyon ¼
0.1214; nMI Princeton ¼ 0.1555; nMI NKI ¼ 0.1304; nMI NIN ¼ 0.1331;
nMI UC Davis ¼ 0.1241; nMI Newcastle ¼ 0.1294; nMI ECNU_K ¼
0.1360; nMI UWO ¼ 0.1174; nMI MT Sinai_P ¼ 0.1411; nMI OHSU ¼
0.1743; nMI UMN ¼ 0.1371; nMI IoN ¼ 0.1567; nMI SBRI ¼ 0.1638 and
nMI Rockefeller ¼ 0.1224. The mean nMI between the functional images
and the MNI macaque template varied between 0.1093 and 0.1221 and
were reported as red dots for each center (Fig. 6). For all the centers,
mean nMI coregistration values were: nMI Lyon ¼ 0.1210 (1.5T, MION,
Awake, Body coil); nMI Princeton ¼ 0.1219 (3T, BOLD, Anesthetized,
Body coil); nMI NKI¼ 0.1191 (3T, MION, Awake, Multi coil); nMI NIN¼
0.1195 (3T, BOLD, Anesthetized, Multi coil); nMI UC Davis ¼ 0.1093
(3T, BOLD, Anesthetized, Multi coil); nMI Newcastle ¼ 01149 (4.7T,
BOLD, Awake, Multi coil).; nMI ECNU_K ¼ 0.1221 (3T, BOLD, Anes-
thetized, Mono coil); nMI UWO¼ 0.1120 (7T, BOLD, Anesthetized, Multi
coil); nMI MT Sinai_P¼ 0.1209 (3T, BOLD, Anesthetized, Body coil); nMI



Fig. 5. fMRI activation maps for the auditory task using the NeuroSpin Monkey (NSM, yellow) or the Pypreclin preprocessing (red). Data were acquired using
contrast agent-enhanced fMRI (MION) with a single-loop 1Tx-1Rx coil (mono coil) in the awake state (left, A) or under anesthesia (right, B). Statistical maps are
displayed as sagittal, coronal and axial views, on the level of primary auditory cortex. Maps are obtained following the NSM preprocessing (upper panels) or the
Pypreclin preprocessing (middle panels), and overlaid (lower panels).
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OHSU ¼ 0.1121 (3T, BOLD, Anesthetized, Knee coil); nMI UMN ¼
0.1106 (7T, BOLD, Anesthetized, Multi coil); nMI IoN ¼ 0.1185 (3T,
BOLD, Anesthetized, Multi coil); nMI SBRI ¼ 0.1213 (3T, BOLD, Anes-
thetized, Body coil) and nMI Rockefeller ¼ 0.1184 (3T, MION, Anes-
thetized, Multi coil).

Thus, Pypreclin successfully preprocessed fMRI images in all the 19
experimental conditions for the PRIME-DE dataset (Fig. 7).
3.3. Role of the macaque template

Pypreclin is a flexible tool that allows users to provide any template as
an input parameter. Pypreclin successfully preprocessed fMRI data from
both the NeuroSpin Center dataset and the PRIME DE database with each
of the five tested macaque templates: D99 (Reveley et al., 2017), CIVM
(Calabrese et al., 2015a,b), NMT (Seidlitz et al., 2018), INIA19 (Rohlfing
et al., 2012) and MNI (Frey et al., 2011) (Fig. 8).

4. Discussion

Pypreclin is a new versatile preprocessing pipeline that addresses the
challenges raised by macaque fMRI. Pypreclin robustly succeeded data
preprocessing in several distinct experimental settings such as awake
fMRI (with movement induced artifacts), anesthesia fMRI, BOLD fMRI,
iron oxide contrast agent fMRI, using either a single loop or a phased-
array coil, and in animals previously implanted with metallic
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intracranial electrodes. Moreover, Pypreclin could also preprocess fMRI
data from distinct international sites using different protocols and
hardwares. Thus, Pypreclin is a good candidate for generating standard-
ized data analysis pipelines in the non-human primate fMRI community
(Milham et al., 2018).
4.1. Specific challenges in the preprocessing of macaque fMRI data

Macaque fMRI raises several challenges that increase the difficulty of
monkey images preprocessing. The first challenge is related to body
motion during awake imaging. Although macaques have their head fixed
during acquisition and are generally trained in a mock scanner to
improve their behavior and minimize motions prior to actual scanning
(Vanduffel et al., 2001; Uhrig et al., 2014), they are still prone to body
motions and to chewing movements when they receive fluids as a
reward, which induce distortions and ghosting within images (Keliris
et al., 2007). It has been demonstrated that monkeys body and jaw
movements do not displace the fixed head but rather induce changes in
B0 which strongly affect signal stability and statistical maps (Keliris et al.,
2007). Compared to human fMRI, this is a particularity to monkey fMRI
that needs to be addressed specifically during data preprocessing. In fact,
body movements lead to B0 inhomogeneities with a specific source of
artifacts, which will increase with the B0 strength (Keliris et al., 2007;
Orban et al., 2003). To address this specific challenge, it is key to
extensively train monkeys in a mock scanner before real fMRI



Fig. 6. Assessment of motion correction and normalization of PRIME-DE dataset using normalized Mutual Information (nMI) after the Pypreclin pre-
processing. Normalization (blue triangle) and coregistration values with standard error (red dots) are computed for images where centers provided both anatomical
and functional scans free of Data Usage Agreement.
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acquisition, preferably in the sphinx position (Valette et al., 2006).
However, this is still not enough to reduce the distortions induced by
body and jaw movements. Pypreclin addressed this challenge by using
advanced normalization tools (ANTS) (Keliris et al., 2007; Avants et al.,
2011).

Removing extra-brain signals (muscles and skull bones) is mandatory
to guide the registration step. However, the contrast between the brain
and the non-brain tissue is not trivial in monkey images. Despite the
community efforts to develop adapted methods for macaque fMRI
(Table 2), it remains challenging and no single method is able to handle
all variability of the monkey’s images. The challenge is even greater
when data are acquired in awake behaving macaques or with metallic
sources of artifacts such as those generated by intracranial electrodes.
Whereas the NSM preprocessing uses FSL bet2 function, no generic set-
tings were found to correctly remove all of the non-brain tissue without
cutting any cortical area on the large panel of tested images. Milham
et al., (2018) proposed a switch from AFNI 3dSkullstrip to the combi-
nation of FSL bet2 and AFNI 3dAutomask, according to each dataset.
Here we aimed at introducing a single universal approach that does not
consider non-brain tissues removal as a segmentation issue. In Pypreclin,
we wrap the mask defined on the template using the deformation ob-
tained during the registration procedure. We demonstrated that this
method is highly reproducible (Figs. 3 and 7).

4.2. Comparison with a previous preprocessing pipeline

Whereas our previous NSM pipeline successfully achieved data pre-
processing in the previously applied experiments (MION fMRI, mono-
channel 1TxRx coil, with no implanted metallic electrodes) (Uhrig
et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Barttfeld et al., 2015; Uhrig et al., 2016),
only the new Pypreclin preprocessing could achieve robust preprocessing
in the extended panel of experimental conditions. There are several
structural differences in the way the two pipelines analyze MRI images
that could account for this discrepancy in results and the versatility of
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Pypreclin. Pypreclin corrects for B0 field inhomogeneities using nonlinear
correction, performs a normalization between the template and T1 image
before correcting B1 field inhomogeneities, while NSM corrects for B0
field inhomogeneities using rigid linear correction, directly coregisters
the chosen template image with the functional images, not taking in
account the anatomical T1 image.

Non-linear transformation: Monkey movements generate in-
homogeneities in the magnetic field and especially during the awake
sessions (Keliris et al., 2007; Pfeuffer et al., 2007; Orban et al., 2003). The
expected higher distortions are better corrected using non-linear trans-
formation in the phase-encoding direction (Pypreclin preprocessing)
compared to a 2D rigid transformation (NSM preprocessing). These re-
sults suggest that signal distortions within the macaque brain are not
homogeneous and thus corroborate the interest of using a diffeo-
morphism transformation as shown by Avants and colleagues (Avants
et al., 2011) (Fig. 1 and Supplem S12).

Normalization& B1 field corrections: Pypreclin preprocessing performs a
normalization between the template and T1 image before correcting B1
field inhomogeneities. This order facilitates masking and alignment steps
but corrects low frequency intensity nonuniformity once the normaliza-
tion done. Pypreclin pipeline is built in a flexible manner and provides the
opportunity to repeat this step. This implementation can act through a
loop to recover outputs from B1 field corrections and apply once again the
normalization between the anatomical image and the template.

Masking step: two different strategies to mask extra brain signal were
implemented. NSM preprocessing do not generated a mask and applied it
only during the statistical analysis. Pypreclin preprocessing generates a
mask on both native and template images before any statistical analysis.
The use of a non-linear normalization between the anatomical and
template image (as implemented in Pypreclin pipeline) requires the cre-
ation of a mask, which is extended to anatomical and functional images
in all coordinate systems. Computing the mask for each MRI sequence
minimizes errors, avoids averaging during statistical analysis and allows
to work in the native space (Caballero-Gaudes and Reynolds, 2017)



Fig. 7. Results of the Pypreclin preprocessing (C) for different experimental
conditions (A) of PRIME-DE database (B). The MNI macaque template (Frey
et al., 2011) is overlaid with an isocolor map on each functional image.
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(Fig. S14).
Coregistration with the template: for experimental conditions where

both NSM and Pypreclin preprocessing achieve the coregistration of
functional images with the template, sulcus and gyri are better aligned
with the atlas for data preprocessed with Pypreclin pipeline. This obser-
vation is evenmore critical for the awake dataset where we expect a more
difficult preprocessing due to movements of the body. Zooming on the
auditory cortex, the gap observed between the functional image and the
template is still more important for images preprocessed with the NSM
preprocessing compare to the Pypreclin pipeline and can cause discrep-
ancies in the localization of fMRI activity (Fig. 2 and S8 to S11).

Cerebral activations: the reported brain activities were consistent with
previously published works. Auditory core, belt and parabelt regions
were bilaterally observed in this study and join results from Joly and
colleagues (Petkov et al., 2006; Joly et al., 2012a; Joly et al., 2012b).
Cortical regions distant from auditory cortex, like temporoparietal sulcus
(Tpt) are coherent with Kass and Hackett results (Kaas and Hackett,
2000). The activity located in the superior temporal sulcus (ST3), is
consistent with previous works from Brewer and colleagues (Brewer and
Barton, 2016) and Ortiz-Rio and colleagues (Ortiz-Rios et al., 2015).
Finally, somatosensory areas activated during an auditory task are pre-
viously reported (Joly et al., 2012b) as well as activations in the occipital
cortex.

4.3. Versatility and accuracy of the Pypreclin preprocessing pipeline

Pypreclin is a Python based preprocessing pipeline. Python is a
portable, dynamic, extensible, open source language that allows a
modular and object-oriented approach to programming. Thus, Pypreclin
could be accessed and broadly made available in an easy manner.

Although this pipeline does not use new software or creating algo-
rithms, its strength lies in piling up and ordering the most pertinent
functions adapted to the macaque within each step, due to standard tools
rather than homemade functions (Tables 1 and 2). Furthermore, the fully
automatization of Pypreclin aims to decrease time spend on preprocess-
ing, but still allows manual intervention by the user.

Another particularity of Pypreclin is to preprocess both BOLD and
MION fMRI. Since its introduction in the monkey fMRI field, several
groups use iron oxide contrast agent (monocrystalline iron oxide nano-
particle, MION) to enhance sensitivity and statistical power of fMRI
(Vanduffel et al., 2001). Thus, the monkey fMRI data generally relies
either on BOLD or MION technique. Pypreclin achieved successful fMRI
preprocessing of both BOLD and MION images.

Pypreclin successfully preprocess fMRI data in several challenging
experimental conditions such as in animals implanted with metallic
electrical stimulation leads or in images acquired with different head coil
technologies. Moreover, auditory-evoked fMRI activations in awake
macaques were localized with a higher spatial accuracy after Pypreclin
preprocessing as compared to a previous macaque fMRI preprocessing
pipeline (NSM preprocessing). This accuracy mainly implicates the white
matter/gray matter separation (Fig. 5). Although NSM preprocessing
achieved accurate gray matter localization of activations in the previous
studies (Uhrig et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015), it proved less accurate in
the current study especially in the awake fMRI condition. These differ-
ences can be explained by the body motion of the animal during the
awake scanning, which lead to important B0 inhomogeneities (Fig. 1).
One explanation could be that the previous studies were performed with
a higher fixation rate threshold (85%), while the new pipeline could
achieve accurate localization at lower behavioral mean threshold (80%),
leading to even more B0 inhomogeneities. In fact, lower fixation rate
threshold is associated with more body movements and subsequent
image distortion (Figs. 1 and 5, Supplem Tables 4 and 5 and Figs. 4–9).

Since we first developed Pypreclin using our research site monkey
fMRI data (Neurospin dataset), we aimed to generalize its competence
across international research sites to rule out site effect. The recent
development of data sharing in the monkey fMRI field is key in allowing



Fig. 8. Pypreclin preprocessing outputs using
different macaque brain templates. The visual re-
ports overlay the functional image with the D99 tem-
plate (Reveley et al., 2017), the CIVM template
(Calabrese et al., 2015a,b), the NMT template (Seidlitz
et al., 2018), the INIA19 template (Rohlfing et al.,
2012) and the MNI template (Frey et al., 2011). Two
examples are highlighted: (A) NeuroSpin dataset
(fMRi data acquired at 3T on macaca mulatta under
anesthesia with a mono channel coil using MION
contrast agent), (B) a PRIME-DE (Milham et al., 2018)
dataset from the University of Western Ontario (BOLD
fMRI data acquired at 7T on macaca mulatta under
anesthesia using a multi channel phased-array coil).
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quick and easy access to a variety of monkey fMRI data (Milham et al.,
2018). A good exemple is the validation that we could achieve by suc-
cessfully challenging Pypreclin on fMRI datasets acquired using different
magnetic fields (including ultra-high fields), different hardwares and
different protocols. This validation step provides an important piece of
evidence for Pypreclin versatility and universality, ruling out any site
effect.

Futhermore, processing the PRIME-DE dataset emphasize that many
sites did not acquire or provide reversed phase-encoded EPI nor field map
image, which would prevent the use of TOPUP or FUGUE. Pypreclin thus
includes these methods as mutually exclusive options.

4.4. Translational applications

One of the great applications of monkey fMRI is the possibility of
combining fMRI with intracranial implanted devices such as electrical
leads for brain stimulation. Performing fMRI in implanted human sub-
jects became possible only recently and deep brain stimulation devices
are approved for MRI with very strict conditions such as 1.5T field
(Saenger et al., 2017), with the 3T MRI being performed only in select
clinical trials (Boutet et al., 2019). Moreover, artifacts generated by the
implanted hardware could lead to take out part of the data such as one
hemisphere (Saenger et al., 2017). While our previous classical pre-
processing NSM failed to register BOLD images acquired with a monkey
implanted with a DBS lead, Pypreclin successfully overcame this chal-
lenging task.
13
5. Conclusion

Pypreclin is a new flexible, versatile and robust Python based pipeline
for macaque fMRI preprocessing. The entire code is freely available at
GitHub (https://github.com/neurospin/pypreclin). Taking in account
the recent move toward data sharing in the non-human primate field
(Milham et al., 2018), Pypreclin can contribute to the standardization
effort of fMRI preprocessing among the growing macaque neuroimaging
community.
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